Quick Start Guide
Before you start
1) Make sure the camera is charged.
2) If you have a camera, check that the camera has a memory stick inserted
Before starting this tutorial first download the following images by
clicking the urls below on your phone,
a) https://yourvrtour.s3.amazonaws.com/outside.png
b) https://yourvrtour.s3.amazonaws.com/front.png
c) https://yourvrtour.s3.amazonaws.com/hall.png
iPhone users when an image displays press and hold and a menu
will appear, choose the Save image option. see example ->
Do this for each of the images.

To support the below please watch this Video tutorial here (no camera required!)
Step by Step ins
For iPhone users the first time you login you can Skip the
signup process or Sign in with
Apple. Before you can publish a tour you will need to sign
in, this is so we can associate the properties with your
Apple user (this means if you get a new phone we can
restore your properties to your old phone)

On the main menu click Create Property

From the property screen click the + symbol and you will then
need to take a photo of the property or use a stock image
(click here for one to use). The first time you do this you may
be asked to give the app permission to access your camera.
This photo is not used outside of the app, and is made only so
you can identify the tour later.
You are also asked for a property name, and address, again
these fields are for your use only. For realtors (USA estate
agents) it is suggested that the MLS is used as the Property
Name, outside the USA any internal reference that makes the
property identifiable would be a good use of the property
name.
One this is done you can proceed to making a property tour
by pressing Create Tour.

A floor plan can be uploaded (by clicking Add Floor images),
but usually when creating your first tour a floor plan is not
used.
If you don't have floor plans, we have found many estate
agents / realtors use the magicplan app on Apple phones to
create floor plans, these plans can be saved as an image that
can then be loaded into Your VR Tours.
A tour must have at least two photos. The grey area which is
a virtual floor plan. If you upload a floor plan, your floor plan
will be displayed in the virtual floor plan area.
To create a tour, if you have uploaded a plan, the location on
the plan where you are taking a photo. If you have not
uploaded a plan, imagine a plan exists and press on the grey
area where the photo you are going to take relates to other
photos; for instance if you are taking a photo at the front of the
property, click the front of the grey area.

Once you press on the grey virtual plan area you are asked to
select the type of photo you are about to take (Outside, Room,
Stairs, Window or Doorway).

If you don’t have a camera just press the GO button
For iPhone users:
You will then be presented with the below screens - swipe right to see the instructions or
Click here to see how to turn on the camera
Click here to see what you do on your iPhone

Goto Settings
Find the network starting MJ in settings and select (each camera has a different number
after the MJ value)
The password is 12345678
The iPhone will then connect to the camera using Wifi

At this stage you now have the option to use the 360 camera using the Click to Take 360
photo or to use an image from your phone using the Select 360 photo.
If using a camera
Leave the room (so you are not in the photo) and then
click to Take the 360 photo.
If you rotate your photo you will be able to look around the
whole room at the photo just taken.
Note: If there is a bright light, i.e the sun coming in through
a window, have one of the lenses facing the window, place
the camera sideways, so that you avoid lens glare.

If not using a camera click here and download this image to your phone
Click select a 360 photo to upload, and select the front file just downloaded.
Once a photo is taken you can then name the photo, this
photo will be displayed in the tour.

The grey Virtual Plan will now show the photo taken, as a
dot in on the Virtual Plan.

To add another photo click on the grey Virtual Plan, click on the plan on the area relative to
the existing photo.
Select the photo type again, and then
if using a camera press Click to Take 360 photo - the camera will still be connected so no
need to press buttons and connect again.
If not using a camera click here and download this image to your phone
Click select a 360 photo to upload, and select the hall file just downloaded.

Once more than 1 photo exists, a number of additional buttons
become available.
Dot Order: The tour is presented from dot 1 with users
navigated from dot to dot with the lowest dots first. For this
demo tour the dot order is changed so the first dot is the
outside dot. To do this Dot Order is selected, Clear at the top
right is pressed, then the green dot is pressed followed by the
red dot.
Link Photo: This option allows the navigation between dots to
be defined, The user can only navigate to/from linked dots.
When Link Photo is pressed, clicking on the red dot will
highlight the dot and then clicking on the green dot will create
a joining line.

At this point all the dots are connected, so a tour can be
created clicking Tour will take you into Your VT Tour.

Use the Rotate Left and right to align the Tour navigation (this is a one time exercise). If you
are happy with your tour you can Publish the tour. If you have not paid, you will be required
to subscribe before you can Publish the tour. If you do purchase, the Publish option takes
typically 30 seconds to appear (whilst payment via Apple or Google App pay is performed).
Well done you have created your first Virtual Tour. This is the end of the Quick Start Guide.

Main menus and navigation
This section describes the process of navigating the app. This is the main menu that lists
any previously created properties. From this menu properties can be deleted. Any request
to delete a property will require a double confirmation. And if the property has been
published an additional confirmation will be required, where the user will be told that the
property online listing will be disabled.

In addition this screen allows a new property to be created or to view the properties using a
map view. In the map view the properties are displayed on the map as pins, clicking a pin
would open that property in the Property Details page.

Creating a new property will require the
● A picture of the location
● Property name
● Property address
● We will shortly also ask for a telephone number (optional), this will enable a
user to dial this number from within a tour.
● The Latitude and Longitude (captured automatically from the phones GPS)

This then takes the user to the Site Map area of the App where a Virtual Tour can be
created.

Site Maps and VR Tours
This part of the document describes the process of making a Site Map and how that
automatically creates a VR Tour. Once you have created a property you then create the Site
Map, the Site Map is used to define the 360 photos you want to make and how they relate to
each other.
When setting up a VR Tour you first select the floor level you are creating the tour for, you
can then upload a floor plan. If a floor plan is uploaded the VR view will show the floor plan
and allow navigation directly to individual photos (without needing to navigate around the
house). If you wish to select a different floor use the floor selection, you have the option to
upload a floor plan for each floor.
Another benefit of loading a floor plan is that it makes it easier to relate the photos to each
other when making your VR tours.

To start creating a VR Tour you click on the virtual floor plan, if you have an uploaded floor
plan click on the virtual floor plan in the area you are taking the photo.
If you have not uploaded a floor plan, click on the virtual floor plan at a location on the virtual
floor plan that represents your photo location. For instance if you are at the front of the
property click on the virtual floor plan at the front. If you are in the rear left room, click on the
rear left of the virtual floor plan.

For instance in the above two examples (one with a floor plan and one without) you click the
area in the virtual floor plan that you want to take the photo. Clicking the virtual floor plan will

take you to the 360 Capture Selection screen (below) where you select the type of photo you
are taking,

The options are Outside, Room, Stairs, Window and Door. Selecting one of these options
will take you to the capture screens, these screens provide instructions on where to position
the camera and then take the 360 photo.

Note: When using the camera if there is a bright window, position the camera so that the
side of the camera faces the bright light, rather than a single lens facing the window.

Once you press OK on any of the above screens you are asked to name the photo and then
returned to the Site Map screen, with the captured 360 photo represented on the Site Map in
the appropriate colour for the selected capture type. In addition the screen will now have an
additional button which allows you to view the VR Tour, at this stage its only 1 360 Captured
photo so not really a VR Tour.

Typically this process continues until an extensive collection of 360 photos have been
captured.

Once more than one 360 photo exists, two additional buttons are available, these are
described later.

Note: Tours feel much easier to follow if photos are taken at right angles to doors when
possible. This is simply because it is much easier for a user to follow their navigation around
a property. It therefore makes sense to take photos at points in corridors/halls/landings that
place doorways at right angles.
If right angle photos are not possible, photos should always be taken so that the next photo
is in the line of sight. This way when a user navigates from one photo to the next, the
navigation to the next photo will navigate in an visually acceptable way. For instance in the
below image, in the yellow circle the two dots represent two photos. If these photos were
used in the tour, the user would find themselves navigating through the wall (as indicated by
the blue line). This would of course be confusing, because these photos are not in line of
sight. In the second image the line of sight has been achieved by taking a second photo in
the room, and therefore the navigation to the red dot is now possible without going through a
wall (see blue line showing the line of sight).

You can pinch to change the zoom level.

You can also pan the image to allow 360 capture points to be added outside the original
virtual floor plan.

These captured 360 photos can be linked using the ‘Link photos’ button, this will then allow
you to link 360 photo icons together. 360 photo icons that are linked can be navigated
between in a VR Tour.
Stairs captured will ask for the destination floor for the stairs, this process links the VR tour
from the current floor to the destination floor. You can only link Stair dots to other Stairs
dots. Note: Stair dots can be used to link different plans together, it doesn't necessarily
need to be to a different floor.

In addition an tour order can be made in a bespoke order, this is done by clicking the ‘Add
Order’ button, clicking clear and then selecting a 360 photo icon and assigning it a number.
If you assign a number already used, the existing 360 photo icons that sequentially follow
the entered icon number will be incremented so that the selected 360 photo can be assigned
the designed order. These order numbers are used to create a default navigation path for
users viewing a VR Tour.

Want to delete a dot, move a dot or update a dot?
Press on any dot for 1+ seconds and a menu will appear providing
the options to delete, move or update a dot

The VR Tour starts at the lowest numbered 360 photo, and the default direction of a view is
directed to the next lowest number 360 photo that is directly linked to the displayed 360
photo. Unless that direction has already been shown, in which case if an alternative lower
numbered 360 photo exists (that is directly linked) then the 360 photo will be set to that
direction.

When first opening a 360 photo in the VR Tour the directly linked 360 photos will be made
visible by being displayed as arrows. It may be that the arrows do not align to the picture
correctly. For instance in the above left you can see the arrows are incorrectly positioned,
the left rotate/right rotate is used to rotate the room to allow the arrows to be correctly
positioned. Once correctly positioned this can be saved using the ‘Save View Button’.
The arrows are positioned on screen relative to their position in the virtual floor plan. With
the arrows further away being displayed at a smaller size and placed higher in the VR Tour
360 image.
Clicking on an arrow will navigate to the selected room, if a floor plan exists this will be
displayed and clicking on the floor plan will allow direct navigation to that part of the plan.
Also the users current location on the floor plan will be indicated. See below.

*Note the message in the above image should Subscribe or Pay to Publish
If the user has subscribed they will be able to publish the tour. It is suggest this is done on
an evening because the publish process takes about 2 mins per 360 photo in the tour, this is
because we apply compression that makes the published tours fast to navigate.

*Note This screen would still show the tour
Once the user has subscribed they will have the copy to email iframe pubic tag (with
implementation instructions) or get a link to the tour. The VR Tour in the iframe would work
exactly as the tour on the mobile phone, although the alignment options would not exist (as
they are about creating the tour)

If we consider the below map the user would start at dot 1

From dot 1 the user will see there dots 2, 3, and the un-numbered blue dot (I do think we
should force all dots to be numbered will be easier). Giving a view like this

We should label the arrows (which are dots on the map) because we have asked the user to
name them.

So how did we get from this view to the VR view.

Let me explain, first for now, that North is at the top of this plan and that all photos open
facing north. We will consider the fact that this is not always the case later. If we zoom in on
dot 1

We can see that dot 2 is about -30 degrees (330 degrees), the blue dot is about 3 degrees,
and dot 3 is about 35 degrees. These locations represent the locations on the map, notice
the dots further away the navigation arrow is moved further up the display (the navigation
arrow should also be made smaller)

However, because photos don’t contain metadata to give direction when you open the photo
we can't automatically identify the starting location, this will result in the photo opening, with
the navigation arrows existing but they will be out of position. The user can click on the
screen to rotate the screen and find the arrows. And then the user can use the buttons to
“rotate left” or “rotate right”, whilst doing this the background will rotate but the navigation
arrows will not move.

The user can then rotate until the navigation arrows align correctly and click the “Save View
Position”. To remember the correct position for the navigation arrows

Want to delete a dot, move a dot or update a dot?
Press on any dot for 1+ seconds and a menu will appear providing
the options to delete, move or update a dot

